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The increase in the average surface air temperature anomaly (SATA) over China

is higher than the global average. However, the accurate simulation and

attribution of regional SATA evolution remain challenging for current global

climate models. This study simulates historical SATA variations over China using

the coupled (FGOALS-g3) and uncoupled (atmospheric component, GAMIL3)

models and examines their possible causes. Results show that both models

reproduce the historical SATA variation with higher correlation coefficients

(0.735 and 0.782) than many global climate models (0.25–0.56), although they

overestimate or underestimate the changes of SATA to some extent in different

periods. The results show that the cooling trend during 1941–1970 is well

simulated with the coupled model while poorly presented with the uncoupled

model; the coupled simulations particularly produce stronger long-term trends

than the uncoupled ones during 1870–2014 considering full interaction among

the atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice. In contrast, the uncoupled simulations

reproduce better decadal and multi-decadal SATA variations owing to the

constraints of the observed sea surface temperature (SST), such as the

Atlantic multidecadal oscillation, and sea ice cover. Using Detection and

Attribution Model Intercomparison Project (DAMIP) experiments, we found

that the warming in the early 20th century and the recent 50 years is mainly

driven by natural forcings and greenhouse gases (GHGs), whereas the cooling

during 1941–1970 is caused by natural factors and anthropogenic aerosols. The

cooling effects of anthropogenic aerosols are mainly attributed from the

indirect SST-mediated responses through the atmosphere-ocean

interactions in the coupled model.
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Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) revealed that globally averaged

surface air temperature (SAT) has been increasing over the past

century (IPCC, 2014). The latest Assessment Report (AR6) from

Working Group I (IPCC, 2021) indicated a faster warming trend

and reported that the increase in SAT is expected to reach 1.5°C

or more within the next 20 years. In particular, the average SAT

in some regions has changed faster than the global average; for

instance, the SAT over China increased by around 0.9–1.5°C over

100 years (1909–2011), much faster than the global mean

(~0.85°C) (Yan et al., 2020). Rapid increases in global and

regional SAT have widespread impacts on human society and

ecosystems (Wang et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013; Yang et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2019); therefore, the change in SAT is both a

scientific problem and a challenging societal issue.

The evolution of historical globally averaged SAT over the

past century is well simulated by the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP) models. For instance, the

temporal evolution of SAT simulated by the CMIP Phase 5

(CMIP5) models is in general agreement with the observations

(HadCRUT3) equipped with high correlation coefficients

(CCs) of 0.70–0.88 (Zhang et al., 2013). The historical

evolution of global SAT is generally divided into three

stages: a warming term from the 1910s–1940s (0.13–0.15°C/

10 a), then a cooling stage from the 1940s–1970s

(around −0.1°C/10 a), and an enhanced warming since the

1970s (0.17–0.18°C/10 a). Overall, the warming is

underestimated (<0.1°C/10 a) in the first stage and

overestimated (~0.24°C/10 a) in the third stage by CMIP

Phase 6 (CMIP6) models, and the cooling is basically

reproduced by most models (around −0.05°C/10 a; Fan

et al., 2020; Papalexiou et al., 2020). To attribute the SAT

changes, experiments were proposed and run forced by one

(or more) of the anthropogenic (e.g., greenhouse gases,

anthropogenic aerosols, land use) and natural (volcanoes,

solar irradiation) forcings (Tett et al., 1999; Stott et al.,

2000); these experiments are now included in the CMIP6 as

the Detection and Attribution Model Intercomparison Project

(DAMIP; Gillett et al., 2016). The conclusions from these

experiments are that both natural and anthropogenic forcings

contribute to the global SAT change. The warming in the early

20th century is mainly driven by natural forcings, such as the

hiatus of volcanic eruptions (Hegerl et al., 2018) as well as the

increase of weakly absorbed solar irradiance and natural

greenhouse gases (Egorova et al., 2018); the cooling in the

middle period is caused by natural factors (~0.15°C) and

anthropogenic aerosols (−0.2 to −0.3°C); and the enhanced

warming from 1970 to 2014 is dominated by greenhouse gases

(GHGs) (0.5–1.3°C; Stott et al., 2000; Meehl et al., 2007; Man

et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016; Larson et al., 2020). Based on the

14 CMIP6 DAMIP experiments, the SAT changes during

1985–2014 are contributed about −0.61K and 1.22K by the

aerosols and GHGs, respectively (Cao et al., 2022).

However, current climate models perform less well over

specific regions than the global average. The evolution of SAT

over China is similar to that worldwide, although with stronger

trends during each period, the CCs between the CMIP5 models

and the observations are within 0.25–0.56, much lower and with

a more extensive spread than those for the global average (Zhang

et al., 2013). The CMIP5 multi-model ensemble performs better

than most individual models but still underestimates the 20th-

century warming trends (Chen and Frauenfeld, 2014; Zhang

et al., 2016). The models perform better for the SAT change after

the 1970s than for that in the early 20th century. In particular, the

warming peak in the 1940s is only reproduced by 2 out of

25 CMIP5 models (Chen and Frauenfeld, 2014), although the

degree of warming is smaller than that in the late 20th century

and there is uncertainty between the various observational

datasets (Ren et al., 2017). Both anthropogenic and natural

forcings and the internal multi-decadal variability of the

coupled ocean-atmosphere systems are considered to affect

the overall SAT change, but attributing the changes in SAT to

these factors remains challenging (Zhao et al., 2005). Xu et al.

(2015) and Sun et al. (2016) performed DAMIP-like experiments

using coupled models to attribute SAT variation in the past

60 years over China and drew similar conclusions: the warming is

mainly caused by anthropogenic forcings with GHGs

(0.75–1.76°C) and partly offset by aerosols (−0.63 to −0.24°C),

but the effects of natural factors remain unclear, with values

of −0.04 to 0.3°C. Natural forcings are usually considered the

main reason for the early 20th-century warming though

significant discrepancies between different SAT datasets due to

the lack of enough observations (Zhou and Zhao, 2007; Man

et al., 2012). However, the cooling from 1940 to 1970 (or the

warming in the 1940s) is not well reproduced in the majority of

CMIP models, and there is disagreement about the roles of

natural forcings, anthropogenic aerosols, and internal multi-

decadal variations. Li et al. (2007), Zhou and Yu (2006)

emphasized the response of atmospheric circulation to

anthropogenic aerosols in attributing the cooling in east

China using uncoupled models. However, an accurate

assessment of the cooling effects for this period is still

doubtful. The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) has

also been considered a major contributor to lower

temperatures when it is cold phase (Wang L et al., 2013).

Zhou and Zhao (2007) revealed that external forcing accounts

for 32.5% of the total variance of the 20th-century SAT in China,

much lower than the global figure (60.5%), leading to difficulties

in regional attribution. The impacts of external forcings on the

SAT evolution include two paths: the direct atmospheric

responses to radiative changes due to external forcings, and

the indirect responses to sea surface temperature (SST)

through atmosphere-ocean interactions, i.e., SST-mediated

responses (Pan et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019). Overall, the
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uncertainties in models, forcings, and the impact of interactions

with other regional climates mean that the accurate simulation

and attribution of historical SAT variation over China remain a

challenge for current climate models with coarse resolution

(Chen and Frauenfeld, 2014; Wang and Chen, 2014;

Dileepkumar et al., 2018; You et al., 2021).

This study focuses on the evaluation and attribution of

changes in the historical SAT anomaly (SATA) over China

using coupled and uncoupled (atmospheric component)

models with DAMIP-type experiments and clarifies the

contribution of SST-mediated responses to historical SATA

evolution. The structure is as follows: the observational

datasets, climate models, and experimental design are

introduced in section 2; section 3 contains the evaluation and

analysis of results, and section 4 provides a summary and

discussion.

Data, models, and experiments

Observational datasets

To understand the observational uncertainty, we used five

different datasets, i.e., one gridded dataset, two sets of reanalysis

data covering 1900–2015, and two reconstructed series. One

reconstructed series (“WYG”) covering 1900–2015 is an

extension of that described in Wang et al. (1998), created by

an area-weighted method; the other is C-LSAT2.0 (China-Land

Surface Air Temperature 2.0) covering 1854–2018 and produced

by Sun and Li (2021) through merging and homogenizing the

global and regional/national sources. The gridded CRUTEM4 is

produced by the UK Met Office Hadley Centre and the Climatic

Research Unit at the University of East Anglia (Jones et al., 2012),

and includes data archived frommore than 5500 weather stations

with the resolution of 5° × 5°. The two reanalysis datasets are

ERA20C (ECMWF Atmospheric Reanalysis of the 20th Century)

with the resolution of 1.25° × 1.25° (Stickler et al., 2014) and

20CRv2c (NOAA-CIRES-DOE Twentieth Century Reanalysis)

with 2° × 2° resolution (Giese et al., 2016). The observed AMO

index was calculated using the NOAA Extended Reconstructed

Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) with the horizontal resolution

of 2° × 2° (Huang et al., 2017). The anomaly series are relative to

the time reference period of 1961–1990 and the spatial average

(3.5°N~50°N, 73°E~135°E).

Model description and experiment design

The models employed in this study are the Flexible

Ocean–Atmosphere Land System Model: Grid-Point Version3

(FGOALS-g3, Li et al., 2020a) and its atmospheric component,

the Grid-point Atmospheric Model of IAP LASG (GAMIL3, Li

et al., 2020b), one of the CMIP Phase 6 (CMIP6) models. Besides

the GAMIL3 component, FGOALS-g3 consists of a land

component (CAS-Land Surface Model, CAS-LSM), ocean

component (Version 3 of the LASG-IAP Climate System

Ocean Model, LICOM3), and ice component (the Los Alamos

sea ice model Version 4.0, CICE4). In FGOALS-g3, GAMIL3 and

CAS-LSM have the same horizontal resolution of ~2° (180 × 80),

and LICOM3 and CICE4 have the same horizontal resolution of

~1° (360 × 218).

The CMIP6 historical experiments (referred to as historical)

were performed with five members (r1–r5) using different restart

files from the piControl run and forced with the same time-

varying external forcings (solar radiation, stratospheric aerosols,

ozone, GHGs, and anthropogenic aerosols) recommended by the

CMIP6 (Table 1). The Tier 1 DAMIP experiments were

performed with three members (r1–r3) by differing the initial

state and with different sets of forcings: GHGs-only (hist-GHG),

Anthropogenic-aerosols-only (hist-aer), and Natural-only (solar

radiation, stratospheric aerosols: hist-nat). To investigate the

impact of atmosphere and ocean (ice) interaction, the parallel

experiments were conducted using GAMIL3 (amip-hist, amip-

GHG, amip-aer, and amip-nat), but with observed sea surface

temperature (SST) and sea ice (SIC). Note that in the

GAMIL3 experiments, the observed SST and SIC include the

signals of all the external forcings.

Results and discussion

Uncertainty in observations

The SATA time series across China from one gridded data,

two reanalysis datasets, and the two reconstructions covering

1900–2015 are shown in Figure 1. Despite different resolutions,

the five different datasets generally show apparent consistency

in SATA trends: rising between 1900 and 1940, then cooling

slightly during 1941–1970, followed by an enhanced increase

since 1970, consistent with the global mean SATA evolution

(not shown here). In particular, during 1980–2015, the

warming rate over China is ~0.41°C/10 a, much larger than

the global figure (~0.26°C/10 a) according to the average of the

five datasets, again justifying conclusions from many previous

studies (Man et al., 2012; Ding and Wang, 2016; Ren et al.,

2017).

Further, the CCs between the five datasets were calculated

(Table 2). All CCs pass the Student’s t-test, implying their general

consistency, but discrepancies exist to different degrees. WYG

shows the lowest CCs (0.68–0.76) with the other series;

CRUTEM4 has the highest CCs (0.74–0.96); two reanalysis

datasets and C-LSAT2.0 lie between WYG and CRUTEM4. A

significant warming period appears in WYG from 1920 to

1940 that is insignificant in other series (Figure 1); in

addition, inconsistency is mainly seen during this stage, which

is likely related to the influence of the Arctic (Ding and Wang,
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2016). In addition, an unexplained underestimate is seen inWYG

compared with others during 1960–1980, which produced a

lower consistency. The CRUTEM4 and C-LSAT2.0 present

the highest similarity as the former is integrated into the latter

(Li et al., 2021). Compared to other series, 20CR and ERA20C

show weaker warming after the 1970s although they have

different data assimilation schemes and datasets; the weaker

SAT trends in reanalysis were reported by Wang J et al.

(2013). The systematic bias of the reanalysis compared to the

station observations may affect the trends (Zhang et al., 2021).

In brief, though the five datasets have apparent discrepancies,

they can roughly describe the SATA temporal variations over

China with two warming periods and one cooling period. As

discussed by Ding and Wang (2016) and Tang et al. (2009), the

accuracy of the observation series (WYG included) may be

impacted by irregular observation and missing data, which

requires further investigation in future studies. Considering

the highest CCs and the more available datasets in China

before the 1940s (Yin and Sun, 2022), CRUTEM4 was

selected as a common observational basis in the following

analysis.

Model assessment

The time series of historical SATA simulated by FGOALS-g3

and GAMIL3 over China from 1870 to 2014 are shown in

Figure 2. The coupled and uncoupled simulations show

similar warming trends and (multi-) decadal variations to the

observations, and the ensemble mean performance is overall

better than that of each member. The spread of the members is

more extensive in the “historical” runs than in the “amip-hist”

runs with the observed SST and SIC constraint.

Unexpectedly, the quantitative performance of the

uncoupled simulations is not better than that of the coupled

TABLE 1 Experimental design.

Experiment_id Members Integration
time

Experimental design

historical 5 1870–2014 Standard CMIP6 historical runs forced by all time-changing natural and anthropogenic forcings

amip-hist 4 1870–2014 Same as the historical runs, but with the observed SST and sea ice cover

hist-GHG 3 1870–2014 Same as the historical runs but forced by only change of well-mixed greenhouse gas and others kept as the
piControl run

hist-aer 3 1870–2014 Same as hist-GHG but with the only variation of anthropogenic aerosols forcing

hist-nat 3 1870–2014 Same as hist-GHG but forced with only time-varying solar and volcanic forcing

amip-GHG 3 1870–2014 Same as hist-GHG but with the prescribed SST and sea ice cover

amip-aer 3 1870–2014 Same as hist-aer but with the prescribed SST and sea ice cover

amip-nat 3 1870–2014 Same as hist-nat but with the prescribed SST and sea ice cover

FIGURE 1
Temporal evolutions of the annual mean SAT anomalies
(units: K; relative to 1961–1990 mean) averaged in China during
1900–2015 from NOAA_20CR (yellow), ERA20C (black), WYG
(blue), CRUTEM4 (red), C-LSAT2.0 (green).

TABLE 2 Correlation analysis of five datasets from 1900 to 2015 (values in bold are significant at the 95% level).

CRUTEM4 WYG ERA20C NOAA-20CR C-LSAT2.0

CRUTEM4 1.0 — — — —

WYG 0.74 1.0 — — —

ERA20C 0.91 0.68 1.0 — —

NOAA-20CR 0.90 0.76 0.89 1.0 —

C-LSAT2.0 0.96 0.73 0.92 0.86 1.0
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simulations. For instance, the coupled simulations produce more

prominent trends (including warming and cooling), closer to

CRUTEM4 than the uncoupled simulations with prescribed SST

and SIC, except for the period from 1911 to 1940 (Table 3).

Although there is a large spread among members, most coupled

and uncoupled simulations overestimate (underestimate) the

trend during the 20th century in the first (second, third, and

total) stages, indicating the difficulty of accurate regional

simulation using global climate models. Interestingly, the

cooling trend covering the 1940s–1970s is reproduced in most

coupled simulations but practically absent in the uncoupled

simulations. The CCs of the coupled simulations with

CRUTEM4 are generally higher than those of the uncoupled

simulations, although there are evident spreads among the

members (Table 4).

To remove the effects of interannual variability, we applied

an 11-year running average to the SATA time series. The coupled

model fails to reproduce the variation around 1930 to 1970 with

only one peak compared to the two warming peaks in the

observations, but the uncoupled model performs well (Figures

3A,B). The uncoupled simulations also perform better than the

coupled simulations with larger CCs (Table 4). The CCs after the

running average are also higher than the corresponding values

using the original time series (Table 4), implying that the high

consistency is from the trend and (multi-) decadal variations in

the coupled and uncoupled models. The results are similar when

a 5- or 9-year running average is used (figures not shown).

Furthermore, the linear trend from 1870 to 2014 of the coupled

simulation (ensemble mean: 0.063°C/10 a) is much closer to the

CRUTEM4 (0.069°C/10 a) than the uncoupled case (0.051°C/

FIGURE 2
Same as Figure 1, but for the (A) coupled model and (B) uncoupled simulations from 1870 to 2014 (units: K; relative to 1961–1990 mean). Black
line: CRUTEM4; red line: ensemble mean; other colors: the individual model members.

TABLE 3 Linear trend during the periods of 1911–1940, 1941-1970, 1971-2014 and 1911-2014 for the CRUTEM, historical and amip-hist simulations
(Units: K/10 a; values in bold are significant at the 95% level).

Obs historical amiphist

Member CRUTEM4 r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 Ensemble r1 r2 r3 r4 Ensemble

1911–1940 0.038 0.039 0.103 0.200 0.203 0.022 0.142 0.176 0.095 0.140 0.098 0.127

1941–1970 −0.052 −0.025 −0.024 −0.08 −0.054 0.012 −0.043 0.006 −0.010 −0.012 −0.011 −0.007

1971–2014 0.288 0.236 0.115 0.160 0.168 0.214 0.223 0.166 0.200 0.137 0.207 0.178

1911–2014 0.114 0.076 0.059 0.086 0.091 0.074 0.096 0.071 0.078 0.060 0.080 0.072

TABLE 4 Correlation coefficients of annual mean SATA (11-year
running average in brackets) between CRUTEM4 and coupled and
uncoupled simulations from 1870 to 2014 (values in bold are
significant at the 95% level).

historical amip-hist

r1 0.622 (0.828) 0.603 (0.896)

r2 0.629 (0.819) 0.639 (0.910)

r3 0.686 (0.866) 0.594 (0.856)

r4 0.704 (0.873) 0.670 (0.946)

r5 0.585 (0.834) —

Ensemble 0.734 (0.873) 0.706 (0.918)
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10 a), although both underestimate the trend (Table 5). The

AMO index, defined as the annual SST anomalies averaged over

the North Atlantic (0 to 60° N, 0 to 80° W), of the historical

ensemble mean and the observation are shown in Figures 3C,D.

The oscillations of AMO are well matched with those of SATA in

both simulations, i.e., increasing (decreasing) AMO indexes

correspond with warming (cooling) SATA trend. The CCs

between the running average AMO index and SATA are

0.95 for the coupled ensemble and 0.89 for the uncoupled

ensemble, indicating that the good simulation of SATA

evolution is partly from the reasonable AMO phase in the

coupled models. The higher correlation in the coupled model

may come from the enhanced response of the SATA in China to

the AMO through the atmosphere-ocean coupling (Zhou et al.,

2015).

Meanwhile, the trend from the original series in the coupled

model is 0.080°C/10 a, still closer to the trend in CRUTEM4

(0.075°C/10 a) than that (0.051°C/10 a; the same trend as with the

11-year running average) in the uncoupled case. From this

perspective, the coupled model better simulates the trend,

suggesting that the climate system response to external

forcings is strengthened through the full interactions among

the atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice. Regarding the (multi-)

decadal variation of SATA, the uncoupled model, regulated by

the prescribed signals from SST and SIC, shows a better

correlation with CRUTEM4.

In brief, FGOALS-g3 and GAMIL3 can reproduce the SATA

evolution over China but have different strengths. The coupled

model performs a stronger long-term trend by allowing all the

ocean–sea-ice–atmosphere interactions. The coupled model has

a broader spread among different members, indicating that the

uncertainty is amplified by interactions between different

component systems. However, the uncoupled simulation,

restricted by the observed SST and SIC, is the better choice

for the decadal and multi-decadal variations.

FIGURE 3
Same as Figure 2 but with 11-year running average for the (A) coupled and (B) uncoupled simulations (black line: CRUTEM4; red line: ensemble
mean); annual SST anomalies (units: K; relative to 1961–1990 mean) averaged over the North Atlantic (0 to 60° N, 0 to 80° W) from 1870 to 2014 by
the (C) coupled model and (D) observation. The dark blue heavy line depicts the AMO and is from 11-year running average.

TABLE 5 Same as Table 3, but for the period of 1870–2014 with 11-
year running average.

Unit: °C/10a historical amip-hist

r1 0.064 0.048

r2 0.056 0.055

r3 0.065 0.048

r4 0.073 0.054

r5 0.057 —

Ensemble 0.063 0.051
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Attribution to external forcings

In the GHG experiments, the increasing SATA throughout

the time series is reproduced by both models, implying the

positive effects of GHGs (Figures 4A,B). Further, the linear

trends are weaker in the coupled model than in the

uncoupled one, except during the second period (Table 6). A

rapidly increasing trend is produced in the latest 40 years in both

models, in line with the effect of a large amount of GHGs

emissions on the current SATA change (Tang et al., 2009).

Unlike the effect of GHGs, a significant inconsistency exists

between the two anthropogenic-aerosols-only simulations,

especially in the second and third stages (Figures 4C,D). In

the coupled model, the cooling trends are substantial in the

last two stages, specifically from 1941 to 1970, as seen in the

observations, suggesting a possible reason for SAT cooling.

Warming trends are shown in all stages (including slight

warming in the second stage) by the uncoupled model even

though not significant, implying the response of the pure

atmosphere (near the surface) to anthropogenic aerosols is

minimal, and the response to observed SST or SIC is

dominant. Although the SST-mediated indirect effects could

be accurately calculated by designing a set of sensitive

experiments (e.g., Wang et al., 2019), they are still roughly

estimated by comparing the “hist-aer” and “amip-aer”. Hence

it could be concluded that the cooling effects of anthropogenic

aerosols in the coupled model are mainly from the indirect SST-

mediated responses through atmosphere-ocean interactions

(Wang et al., 2019).

In addition to anthropogenic forcings, natural forcings also

affect the SATA variation. Increasing SATA is evident in the first

and third stages (Figures 4E,F), and the coupled model shows a

weaker (not significant) rising tendency than the uncoupled

model that responds to the observed SST’s warm signals.

Decreasing SATA during 1941–1970 is evident in the coupled

simulations despite the uncertainty among the members but

absent in the corresponding uncoupled simulations. The

warming trend in the first period reproduced by the

FIGURE 4
Same as Figure 2, but for the simulations with solely time-varying of (A,B) GHG forcing, (C,D) aerosol forcing, and (E,F) natural forcing (units: K;
relative to 1961–1990 mean). The left column is for the coupled model (FGOALS-g3) and the right column is for the uncoupled model (GAMIL3).
Black line: CRUTEM4; red line: ensemble mean.
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uncoupled model is always larger than in the coupled case,

whatever the forcing. The overestimate of warming with all

forcings (Table 3) is mainly due to the observed SST or SIC

in the uncoupled model and is driven by the external forcings

(mainly GHGs and natural forcings) in the coupled model. In the

third stage, the warming is primarily caused by the GHGs and

weakly by natural forcings and is partly offset by anthropogenic

aerosols. Quantitatively, the relative contributions are 0.17°C/

10 a, −0.051°C/10 a, and 0.019°C/10 a by the GHGs, natural

forcings, and anthropogenic aerosols (Table 6), close to the

corresponding values (0.27°C/10 a, −0.058°C/10 a, and

0.013°C/10 a) from the CMIP6 DAMIP multi-model ensemble

mean during the same period (Allabakash and Lim, 2022). The

weak warming from GHGs is related to its relatively smaller

equilibrium climate sensitivity (about 2.8K) than the mean

(3.9K) of CMIP6 models (Wang et al., 2022). However, the

cooling trend in the second stage is attributed to

anthropogenic aerosols and natural forcings and is partly

offset by the GHGs.

Conclusion

Simulation and attribution of the historical SATA over China

are of great interest to the modeling and climate change

communities. In this study, we analyzed the uncertainty of

five datasets by calculating total trends and correlations, then

simulated the evolution of SATA using coupled and uncoupled

models. In order to attribute SATA changes to specific external

factors and the interaction between ocean and atmosphere, the

GHGs-, anthropogenic-aerosols-, and natural-only external

forcings introduced from DAMIP were utilized in a coupled

model and an uncoupled model with prescribed SST and SIC.

The five datasets, including one gridded series (CRUTEM4),

two reanalysis datasets (ERA20C, NOAA_20CR), and two

reconstructions (WYG and C-LSAT2.0), show general

consistency with high CCs among them but with

uncertainties, especially from 1920 to 1940. WYG performs

less consistently with overestimation (underestimation) over

1920–1940 (1960–1980); two reanalysis datasets show weaker

warming after the 1970s, while the highest CCs emerged for the

CRUTEM4 and C-LSAT2.0. Both the coupled (FGOALS-g3) and

uncoupled (GAMIL3) models reproduced the overall SATA

series and the three stages: warming from 1911 to 1940, slight

cooling during 1941–1970, then rapid warming since 1970. The

coupled model has a higher CC (0.734) with the CRUTEM4 due

to its better trend simulation, reflecting the strengthened

response of a coupled system to external forcings through the

full ocean–sea-ice–atmosphere interactions. The uncoupled

model shows better agreement with CRUTEM4 after

removing the interannual signals, which is attributed to the

long-term internal (such as decadal and multi-decadal) signals

TABLE 6 Same as Table 3, but for the simulation with time-varying GHGs-only, anthropogenic aerosols-only and natural-only forcings (values in bold
are significant at the 95% level).

Only-ghg historical amip-hist

r1 r2 r3 Ensemble r1 r2 r3 Ensemble

1911–1940 0.073 0.108 −0.066 0.039 0.089 0.130 0.126 0.115

1941–1970 0.076 0.023 0.107 0.069 0.021 0.045 0.060 0.042

1971–2014 0.166 0.175 0.170 0.171 0.213 0.202 0.198 0.204

Only-aer historical amip-hist

r1 r2 r3 Ensemble r1 r2 r3 Ensemble

1911–1940 0.026 0.007 0.008 0.013 0.039 0.138 0.157 0.111

1941–1970 −0.142 −0.016 −0.088 −0.082 0.046 0.018 −0.049 0.005

1971–2014 −0.073 −0.032 −0.046 −0.051 0.138 0.109 0.141 0.129

Only-nat historical amip-hist

r1 r2 r3 Ensemble r1 r2 r3 Ensemble

1911–1940 0.072 0.017 0.056 0.048 0.123 0.175 0.192 0.163

1941–1970 −0.004 −0.039 −0.061 −0.035 0.034 0.040 0.008 0.027

1971–2014 0.023 0.049 −0.014 0.019 0.134 0.170 0.180 0.162
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constrained by the observed SST and SIC, including the

observed AMO.

The warming trend from 1911 to 1940 that is overestimated by

both coupled and uncoupled simulations is mainly driven by the

GHGs and natural forcings, although there are uncertainties among

different observations. The cooling trend during 1941–1970 is

reproduced by the coupled simulations despite a large spread

among them, but the uncoupled simulations give only a very weak

cooling trend. The cooling results are mainly attributed from the

indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols and natural forcings and

partly compensated by theGHGs. The enhancedwarming trend from

1971 to 2014 is primarily attributed to the GHGs and weakly to the

natural forcings and partly offset by anthropogenic aerosols.

However, note that the observed SST and SIC driving the

uncoupled model contain the signals of all the external forcings,

and there may be double counts in its attribution experiments.

Therefore, more investigations are required in which these signals

are removed from the SST and SIC, e.g., the SST from the

piControl simulations. The weakened warming trend since

1971 in both coupled and uncoupled simulations should be

further checked from the models, external forcings, and model

response to forcings. The indirect SST-mediated responses of

anthropogenic aerosols should be quantified through elaborately

experimental designs (Wang et al., 2019). Regional attribution

remains challenging in complicated topography (Li et al., 2019).

Multimodel-based analysis and many algorithm-based methods,

such as the optimal fingerprint, are expected to contribute to

further studies (Wallace et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2018;

Gong et al., 2019). We have applied five members at the most in

this research, and the spread among members is apparent,

especially in the coupled model. A large ensemble simulation

could be adopted to improve understanding and quantifying

the impact of internal variabilities on forced climate changes.
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